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Subject: APCAC Issue Update 

Date: September 1, 2015 

 
To All APCAC Delegates, 
 
This fall promises to be eventful in Washington with the election cycle heating up, and lawmakers 
returning to address a host of contentious issues ranging from the budget to the Iran Nuclear Agreement.  
Please find a political and legislative roadmap for the remainder of the year below as well as a discussion 
of APCAC Priority issues including the Trans-Pacific Partnership.  

 
I. Political Landscape 
 
A. Election 2016 – The Race to the Nomination and Trade 
 
With contentious votes on Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) concluded, the focus of the trade debate has 
shifted towards the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement.  On Capitol Hill, the issue has been 
magnified with the onset of the 2016 election cycle.  While most pundits agree that the GOP is likely to 
maintain its majority in the House of Representatives, control of the Senate has become a focal point for 
Democrats who would need to win four seats (five if they lose the White House) to recapture control of the 
chamber.  Based on the electoral calendar alone where Republicans have to defend 24 seats, Democrats, 
who have 10 seats on the ballot, have a leg up on the GOP.  For their part, incumbent swing state 
Republicans, like Rob Portman (R-OH) and Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), have taken a more cautious route in their 
support of TPP looking to fend off attacks from their Democrat opponents.  For example, Portman, in an 
acknowledgment to Ohio’s strong manufacturing industry, aggressively pushed, though unsuccessfully, for 
the inclusion of strong currency manipulation language in TPA and is expected to raise the issue again 
once TPP’s final text is revealed.  Ultimately, both Portman and Ayotte and a majority of the Republicans 
on the election ballot in 2016 are expected to support ratification of the agreement if/when it makes it to 
Congress for ratification.   
 
Though it is expected that the current administration will oversee the conclusion of TPP negotiations and 
then push for Congressional ratification at some point next year (see TPP timeline discussion below), TPP 
has also been a prominent issue among the presidential candidates.  Their positions are outlined below –  
 
1) Democrats 

 
Hillary Clinton – Pressured by labor unions and other anti-trade constituent groups as well as other 
candidates in the Democratic primary field including Senator Bernie Sanders (D-VT), Clinton’s support for 
TPP has shifted back and forth over the past several months.  Though she publicly endorsed the 
agreement during her tenure as Secretary of State, Clinton has since backtracked and hedged her position.  
During a recent interview, she hinged her support on seeing the text of the final agreement stating, “I don’t 
know if there have been enough changes. And I won’t know until I actually see what’s been negotiated.” 
 
Bernie Sanders – Gaining ground on the front-runner Clinton and boosted by increasing supporting 
among labor unions, Sanders is an ardent opponent of free trade having voted against TPA and promising 
to obstruct passage of any final TPP agreement.  He has classified the agreement as one that will “continue 
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the process by which we have been shipping good-paying American jobs to low-wage countries overseas” 
and “continue the race to the bottom for Americans workers.” 
 
Martin O’Malley – Like Sanders, O’Malley, the former governor of Maryland, has criticized the trade pact 
arguing that it will set off a race to the bottom.  In a May interview on ABC, he labeled the pact as a “race to 
the bottom for the cheapest labor in the world.” 
 
Joe Biden – Amid questions over Hillary Clinton’s candidacy, speculation is that Vice President Biden is 
seriously considering throwing his name into the hat for the 2016 Democratic nomination.  In line with the 
administration, Biden supports the Trans-Pacific Partnership and has played a key role in the White 
House’s negotiations with Congress over the agreement (see here). 

 
2) Republicans 
 
Jeb Bush – In an April 22, 2015, op-ed, Bush criticized Hillary Clinton for calling the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) trade deal the "gold standard" while she was secretary of state and cooling "her 
enthusiasm considerably" as a presidential candidate.  In the same op-ed, Bush expressed his support for 
the TPP.  He wrote, "I know there is political risk in supporting free trade.  TPP is President Obama’s 
biggest trade initiative.  I know some political constituencies in my own political party don’t favor it.” 
 
Scott Walker – In a June 2015 Bloomberg interview, Walker expressed support for free trade when 
commenting on pending TPA votes.  He explained, "If we don't go down this path, we're going to be at a 
competitive disadvantage, and so I think it just makes sense."  Walker also noted the power Congress has 
to evaluate any trade agreement established under TPA, saying, "If this president were to give them a bad 
deal, they should hold him accountable and vote it down.  They have every right to do that under the 
proposal.” 
 
Marco Rubio – Serving on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, has been active in promoting and 
developing U.S. policy in the Asia Pacific with a particular emphasis on China (see his recent comments in 
Restoring American Leadership in Asia).  Rubio is a proponent of free trade.  He voted for TPA, and in an 
April WSJ op-ed written in the lead up to Japanese Prime Minsiter Shinzo Abe’s state visit, he outlined his 
support for TPP writing, “Our foreign trading partners like Japan need to have confidence that American 
presidents can deliver on free trade.  Once we pass Trade Promotion Authority we can finish negotiating a 
pact that will help build a network of Pacific economies based on competition, the rule of law and free 
markets.”   

 
John Kasich – Kasich, the Governor of manufacturing-heavy Ohio, supports free trade but has classified 
himself as never having been a “total free trader” citing the impact of FTA on American workers.  When 
asked about his position on TPP at a campaign event earlier this year, he stated, “I’m for open (trade), but I 
want to make sure that the workers in this country are protected.”   
 
Donald Trump – Trump opposes the Trans-Pacific Partnership arguing that it does little in the way of 
addressing currency manipulation concerns and will lead to the further off-shoring of U.S. jobs.  At a 
campaign event in South Carolina, he was quoted as saying, “The new trade deal is a disaster.” 
 
Rand Paul – Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY), a libertarian leaning conservative, voted against the fast-track bill 
because he believed it gave too much power to the executive branch.  Following a May town hall event in 
New Hampshire, Paul left open the possibility of supporting TPP but expressed reservations stating, "I’m 
hesitant to give blanket authority on stuff we haven’t seen.  I’m not saying there wouldn’t be a time I could 
be for it, if I’d seen the trade agreement, and it’s fine...I still might vote for the trade agreement, but I hate 
giving up power.” 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579383501386103322
https://medium.com/@JebBush/hillary-clinton-s-politically-motivated-flip-flop-on-tpp-is-wrong-ab8f7d0afc12
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015-06-11/scott-walker-says-supporters-have-suggested-walker-rubio-2016-ticket
http://createsend.com/t/i-6402DD3C56263C36
http://www.wsj.com/articles/asia-needs-a-strong-u-s-japan-alliance-1430329908
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Carly Fiorina – Though she has not directly addressed TPP since TPA votes in Congress, Fiorina has 
raised concerns over the “secrecy” of the agreement stating, “The truth is, we don't know what's in this 
deal. I think it's important to understand some of the fine print of what's in this deal…For example, is 
China allowed to join this Pacific trading agreement in a couple of years, yes or no?” 
 
Ted Cruz – In an April 21 Wall Street Journal op-ed co-authored with Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI), Cruz said the 
TPP and another potential trade pact with European nations (TTIP) “would mean greater access to a 
billion customers for American manufacturers, farmers and ranchers.”  However, he switched his position 
on TPA from one of support to opposition on the eve of the vote in the Senate arguing that it was a product 
of “backroom deal-making” and a potential catalyst for “sweeping changes” in the country’s laws like those 
applicable to immigration reform (more here). 
 
Mike Huckabee – Huckabee has expressed concern over fast-tracking the pact, which he refers to as 
“Obamatrade”, and its potential impact on American worker.  He has taken specific issue with several 
components of the agreement including provisions addressing currency manipulation. 
 
B. Congressional Timeline 
 
When Congress returns from August recess, lawmakers will have to address a host of contentious issues 
including the proposed Iran Nuclear Agreement, government funding/appropriations bills, and the debt 
ceiling just to name a few.  The overriding concern on Capitol Hill will be whether the House and Senate 
can reach broad agreement on spending and budget issues, or whether Congress will face a similar 
scenario as it did 2013 when Tea Party-affiliated members shut down the government behind demands 
for deep spending cuts and a repeal of the Affordable Care Act.  Time will be a significant factor given that 
the House is scheduled to be in session for just 10 days in September before fiscal 2016 begins on October 
1 (note that three of these days are on a Monday or Friday when few votes typically occur).  The Senate is 
scheduled to be in session for 15 days, five of which are on a Monday or Friday.  The last time a 
Republican-controlled Congress was able to complete budget work on time was in 1996. 

 
Come September, the likely scenario is that lawmakers will negotiate a short term continuing resolution to 
keep the government’s doors open until a longer, more comprehensive deal can be reached.  The key 
sticking point is that Republicans want to keep defense and non-defense spending at the level of 
sequestration budget caps while allocating the Department of Defense additional funding via the 
emergency wartime OCO account.  The White House and Democrats, on the other hand, continue to insist 
that any increase in defense spending be matched on the non-defense side.  In fact, President Obama has 
vowed to veto any spending deal that does not address this issue.  Also complicating the picture will be 
debate over policy “riders” – a legislative tactic oftentimes used to incorporate controversial provisions in 
underlying legislation.  Conservatives, particularly in the House, have vowed to attach riders addressing 
issues ranging from Planned Parenthood funding to immigration to environmental regulations to 
underlying appropriations bills.   
 
Conventional wisdom suggests that lawmakers will pass a short term CR to provide room for negotiating a 
long term deal.  Since 2009, CRs have been used every year, and in fiscal 2011, Congress passed seven, 
ultimately funding the government for six months before a deal was reached.   As far as the appropriations 
process goes, the House has passed six of the 12 bills funding government operations.  In the Senate, 
Democrats have successfully blocked any appropriations bills from reaching the floor for a vote arguing 
that spending should not be capped at the levels mandated in the Budget Control Act. 

 
1) October 1 – New Fiscal Year Begins:  October 1 marks the beginning of a new fiscal year.  In order to 
continue funding the government as well as avoid the continuation of automatic, across-the-board 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/putting-congress-in-charge-on-trade-1429659409
http://www.businessinsider.com/ted-cruz-blasts-obama-trade-deal-2015-6
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sequestration cuts to defense and domestic programs imposed via the Budget Control Act of 2011, 
Congress must have approved the annual 12 spending bills – a task lawmakers have not accomplished in 
20 years – or have in place a stopgap funding measure to keep the government open.  Lawmakers could 
simply pass another continuing resolution funding the government through the end of the year or follow a 
similar path as they did in 2013 when passing the Bipartisan Budget Act – a compromise budget measure 
forged by Congressman Paul Ryan (R-WI) and Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) that increased the 
sequestration caps for FY2014 and 2015 by $45 billion and $18 billion respectively in return for extending 
the imposition of caps into 2022 and 2023.  This time around, lawmakers will be focused on softening 
sequestration cuts due to kick in for FY2016 and 2017.  The Republican-controlled Congress recently 
passed a full, $3.8 trillion budget measure that lays the groundwork for increasing defense spending while 
decreasing funding for domestic measures.  It also outlines reforms to the tax code and entitlement 
programs.  Congressional Democrats and the White House have labeled it a non-starter particularly the 
focus on increasing defense spending while leaving domestic programs subject to sequester cuts. 
 
2) October 29 – Highway Trust Fund Authorization Expires:  Shortly before Congress recessed for 
August, the Senate passed a pair of measures – one (Developing a Reliable and Innovative Vision for the 
Economy (DRIVE) Act) to authorize the Highway Trust Fund for six years and a second, three-month, $12 
billion extension previously passed by the House to keep the fund afloat through October 29.  The short 
term extension represents the 34th temporary fix for the road project since 2008 – the previous one being 
a stopgap measure signed by President Obama on May 31 that authorized an extension of the Trust Fund 
through July 31 – and is seen as a measure to give lawmakers an opportunity to develop a long term 
solution.  The Senate’s six year bill, negotiated by Senators Barbara Boxer (D-CA), Jim Inhofe (R-OK), and 
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), is likely a non-starter in the House in the face of conservative 
opposition to projected funding shortfalls and an attached amendment reauthorizing the Export Import 
Bank charter.  Regarding spending, the legislation authorizes $47 billion in funding via a reduction in 
interest rates paid by the Federal Reserve to large banks and through the sale of oil from the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve.  The funding accounts for only the first three years of the legislation through 2018.    
Another controversial provision would repeal existing labeling requirements detailing where some fresh 
meat products were raised, slaughtered and processed – a law that Canada and Mexico have successfully 
challenged in the WTO (note that the House, in a separate vote, passed a standalone bill repealing COOL).    
Looking ahead, the House and Senate are likely to go to conference committee to negotiate a long term 
solution before the end of October. 

 
2) November/December – U.S. Treasury Hits Debt Ceiling:  In February 2015, Congress agreed to 
suspend the debt ceiling, or the legal limit Congress places on its own borrowing, until March 15, 2015.  
Lawmakers were unable to reach another agreement before the deadline thereby allowing the temporary 
extension to lapse.  Without another extension, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that U.S. 
Treasury will hit the $18.1 trillion debt limit around mid-November or early December.  GOP leadership is 
expected to push a proposal that trades raising the debt limit for spending cuts; however, the proposal 
could be difficult to move through both chambers as it will likely require some Democratic support in the 
face of opposition from more conservative members looking to use it as a bargaining chip to roll back 
other unpopular administration policies.  In fact, Republicans have not raised the debt ceiling without the 
help of Democrats in nearly a decade.   

 
4) December 31 – Tax Extender Renewal:  Last year, Congress pushed through a one year, retroactive 
renewal of more than 50 expired tax breaks for individuals and businesses.  The legislation extended all 
provisions through the end of the year without any offsetting tax increases or spending cuts.  With the tax 
extenders already expired, Congress will once again need to revisit the issue.  The White House has 
already threatened to veto any extension legislation that does not include provisions for offsetting 
associated costs.  In February, the House considered two bills that would have permanently extended 
credits for charitable giving and small businesses but met a veto threat from the White House.  More 

http://thehill.com/policy/transportation/249785-senate-approves-six-year-highway-bill
http://thehill.com/policy/transportation/249785-senate-approves-six-year-highway-bill
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recently, in May, the House passed legislation to permanently restore and expand the tax credit for 
business research which too met a veto threat from the White House. 

 
III. Issue Update 
 
Following-up on APCAC’s 2015 Doorknock, an update on APCAC priority issues is below.  

 
A. Trade – The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) 
For a comprehensive look and detailed breakdown of TPA, see the Congressional Research Service’s Trade 
Promotion Authority (TPA): Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Congress passed, and the President signed into law on June 29, Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) 
legislation that paves the way for a vote on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).  In addition to 
establishing certain negotiating objectives Congressional consultation and notification requirements, the 
TPA legislation (H.R. 2146) provides for expedited legislature procedures in only requiring a simple 
majority vote in both the House and Senate, without amendment, on free trade agreements.  Though it was 
conceivable that the agreement could have been signed by the President and submitted to Congress for 
ratification before year end 2015, the delay in negotiations has pushed the earliest possible ratification 
date into 2016.   
 
1) TPP Approval Timeline:  The minimum timeframe for TPP approval is roughly 4.5 months 
between the end of negotiations and votes in Congress.  Congressional consideration of the agreement 
cannot begin until after the 90th day the President notifies Congress of his intent to sign.  This also includes 
a 60 day public review period of the agreement text.  After the president signs the treaty, the timeline is 
much more fluid.  For example, after signing but before the introduction of an implementation bill, the 
White House and USTR could quickly handle all administrative responsibilities associated with the 
introduction of the treaty in Congress such as submission of the USITC report which is due up until 105 
after the treaty is signed.  Once an implementing bill is introduced, the House and Senate can act 
concurrently to expedite approval.  
 

 
For a more comprehensive chart, go here 

 
 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43491.pdf
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43491.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2146
http://tradebenefitsamerica.org/sites/default/files/Congressional%20Requirements%20and%20Timeline%20TPA-2015%20(with%20footnote)_3.pdf
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Notification Period and Signing 
Hard Deadlines – 90 day notification of intent to sign and 60 day public review before signing 

 
The Fast Track legislation requires the president to give Congress at least 90 days’ notice before signing an 
agreement (Sec. 106(a)(1)(A)).  Further, President Obama must provide the International Trade 
Commission (ITC) with details of the agreement “as it exists at that time” and request the ITC to prepare 
an assessment of the probable economic impact of the agreement at least 90 days before signing (Sec. 
105(c)(1)).  60 days prior (30 days after giving Congress notice of intent to sign the agreement), the 
administration must release the text of the agreement to the public (Sec. 106(a)(1)(B)).  Also, within 30 
days after the president notifies Congress of his intent to sign the TPP the official trade advisory 
committees must report their views on the pending agreement to the president, Congress and U.S. Trade 
Representative. (Sec. 105(b)(4)). 
 
After Signing and Submission to Congress 
Hard Deadlines – 30 days before implementing bill introduced in Congress, the final text must be submitted 
 
Once the agreement is signed by the President, he must submit to Congress a “copy of the final legal text” 
and a draft statement of administrative action proposed to implement the agreement (Sec. 106(a)(1)(D)).  
Thirty days after submission of a copy of the legal text of the signed TPP agreement, the President can 
submit to Congress a implementing bill for the agreement, which must be accompanied by an explanation 
of how the bill would change U.S. laws to conform to the terms of the agreement, a final statement of 
administrative action proposed to implement the agreement, reports on projected environmental and 
employment impacts, a plan for implementing and enforcing the agreement, and other supporting 
information (Sec. 106(a)(1)(E), Sec. 105(d)(1 and 2), and Sec. 105(e)). 
 
Once in Congress, the implementation legislation will move through the House Ways & Means and Senate 
Finance Committees which can work independently or concurrently with one another.  If the bodies 
choose to move the legislation independently,  the House Ways & Means Committee has 45 legislative days 
to report the bill or it is automatically discharged to the House floor for a vote.  Within 15 days of being 
reported and/or discharged to the floor, the House must vote on the bill.  Fifteen days after the House 
votes on the legislation, which could technically take place on the 60th legislative day after its introduction 
in Congress, the Senate Finance Committee must report the bill or it is automatically discharged to the 
Senate floor for a vote (maximum of 75 days after implementing legislation introduced in Congress).  
Similar to procedure in the House, the Senate must vote on the bill 15 days after advancing out of 
committee.  Note that in each chamber, once the measure is under consideration, debate is limited to 20 
hours, no amendments may be considered, and various potentially dilatory motions are prohibited. In the 
Senate, this limit on debate means that no super-majority vote will be needed to overcome a filibuster. 
Each chamber can pass the implementing bill by a majority of the Members voting.  If either chamber 
passes its bill, it sends the bill to the other; the receiving chamber then considers its own implementing 
bill under the expedited procedure, but takes its final vote on the bill received from the first.   
 
Congressional Oversight 
 
Worth considering is that like the 2002 version of TPA, the 2015 bill allows for Congress to withdraw 
expedited legislative consideration from a particular implementing bill if it determines either (1) that the 
President has not adequately notified or consulted Congress on that agreement in the ways required by 
the act, or (2) that the agreement “fails to make progress in achieving the purposes, policies, priorities, and 
objectives” of the act. If both houses, within 60 days of each other, adopt a “procedural disapproval 
resolution” (PDR) on the same implementing bill, neither can use the expedited procedure to consider that 
implementing bill. In each chamber, the PDR is a simple resolution (H.Res. or S.Res.), requiring action only 
in the chamber of origin, so that no conference committee or other mechanism to resolve differences 
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between the two chambers’ measures is needed.  This mechanism affords Congress a means to enforce the 
requirements that a trade agreement advance the negotiating objectives established in statute and that the 
specified consultations, which enable Congress to engage with the process of negotiation, will occur. If, in 
the judgment of both houses, these conditions are not met, then Congress can decide not to accord 
expedited consideration to the implementing bill. 

 
2) Key Remaining Issues 
 
Many issues remain outstanding on Capitol Hill with the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).  Complicating 
the picture is the lack of a final agreement with negotiations ongoing.  Outlined below are several 
prominent issues dominating the discourse on Capitol Hill regarding TPP.  It will be important to monitor 
these issues as they unfold given that TPA passed the House with 28 Democratic votes.  Those votes 
appear necessary for TPP passage given that there is enough discontent among House Republicans to 
preclude passage of TPP on a party line vote.  Also consider Congress’ statutorily prescribed authority to 
strip the agreement of fast track protections if any negotiating objectives are not sufficiently met. 

 
• Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) – ISDS is an instrument of public international law that 

grants an investor the right to use dispute settlement proceedings, oftentimes arbitration, against a 
foreign government.  The provision has come under fire from a handful of lawmakers, principally led 
by Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), who argue that it undermines the right of governments to 
regulate in the public interest in allowing foreign corporations to arbitrarily seek compensation for 
lost profits due to changing policies in the host country (see Warren letter co-signed by Senators Ed 
Markey and Tammy Baldwin).  More recently, the focus has shifted to “big tobacco” with the Obama 
administration negotiating with other TPP countries to prevent tobacco companies from challenging 
anti-smoking laws under ISDS.  This has met significant pushback from tobacco-state lawmakers 
including Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) but support among some including a 
coalition of Democrats, led by Sander Levin (D-MI) and Charlie Rangel (D-NY), who recently authored 
a letter warning that a failure to safeguard tobacco measures could spur a deadly increase in 
consumption.  Several recent examples of advocacy efforts surrounding this issue include –  
 
 In May 2015, a coalition of over 60 businesses spearheaded by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

released a letter urging that ISDS should remain "a high priority trade negotiating objective in 
the renewal of Trade Promotion Authority.”  In part, the letter stated, “Those opposed to strong 
U.S. trade agreements have been critical of ISDS, mischaracterizing it and ignoring the 
importance that this fundamental protection and enforcement mechanism provides for 
businesses and workers here in the United States doing business around the world.” 
 

 Also in May 2015, the Alliance for Justice released a letter signed by a group of legal and 
economic scholars urging Congressional leaders to oppose the inclusion of Investor-State 
Dispute Settlement provisions in TPP.  The authors also note that “the threat and expense of 
ISDS proceedings have forced nations to abandon important public policies,” citing examples 
including a decision by Canada to lift a ban on a toxic gasoline additive – and pay a $13 million 
settlement to the corporation that wants to put it in gasoline – rather than go through the ISDS 
process. 

 
• Currency – Currency manipulation continues to stand at the forefront of the discussion surrounding 

TPP on Capitol Hill due in large part to China’s recent devaluation of the Yuan – a move Senator 
Lindsey Graham (R-SC) classified as yet another example of a “long history of cheating”.  The White 
House successfully stalled an effort to include a provision requiring enforceable rules against currency 
manipulation in the fast track bill; however, the legislation does make addressing the issue a principal 
negotiating objectives – the first time such a provision has been included.  If the TPP fails to include a 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43491.pdf
http://www.warren.senate.gov/files/documents/TPP.pdf
http://democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/files/documents/USTR%20Letter%20Tobacco%207-24-15.pdf
https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/150519_coalition_supportofinvestmentrulesintpa_senate.pdf
http://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/5-Luminaries-Oppose-ISDS-Letter.pdf
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meaningful currency provision, the pact could be subject to a disapproval resolution stripping away its 
“fast track” protections, making it open for amendment and subject to filibuster in the Senate.  Ohio 
Sens. Rob Portman (R-OH) and Sherrod Brown (D-OH) have been out front in calling for enforceable 
currency rules as have other notable lawmakers including Rep. Sander Levin (RD-MI) and Sen. Debbie 
Stabenow (D-MI).  Rep. Rosa DeLauro (D-CT), another leading currency manipulation critic, also 
continues to weigh in on the issue recently highlighting the trend across the Asia Pacific to devalue 
national currencies.  "We will see time and again what we have seen over the past nine days: that 
when one country devalues its currency, it causes a domino effect throughout the region and American 
workers suffer the consequences," DeLauro stated.  In Congress as a whole, there is considerable 
support for the inclusion of strong, enforceable currency manipulation language in TPP.  During the 
113th Congress, 199 current House members and 50 current Senate members signed letters calling for 
tough TPP currency provisions.   
 

• Market Access – From the outset of TPP, and by extension TPA, negations, the issue of market access 
for a broad range of goods/services across a host of countries (Japan in particular) has been a central 
topic of debate among lawmakers.  The issue underscores the prevalence of and continued focus on “at 
the border” impediments to free trade.  One particular area of focus has been with U.S. automobiles in 
the Japanese market which ranks 3rd in the world on the automotive front.  According to the American 
Automotive Policy Council (AAPC), Japan ranks 30th out of 30 of the OECD countries in measuring 
access for imported autos.  In addition, since 2000, the U.S. exported 183,000 vehicles to Japan while 
Japanese manufacturers exported over $16 million vehicles to the United States.  AAPC is an American 
trade group formed in 2005 by Chrysler, Ford and General Motors.  The organization has been active 
in lobbying Congress, particularly lawmakers in Ohio and Michigan, over market access and currency 
issues in TPP (see AAPC’s advocacy efforts here).  For example, in 2013, thirty-five Democrats in the 
House, along with eight Democratic Senators, authored a letter to President Obama protesting Japan’s 
participation in TPP noting, “Nowhere is the closed nature of Japan’s markets more evident than in the 
auto sector where Japanese policies and practices have been carefully hones – over generations – to 
keep out American and other foreign cars and parts.”  Notable signatories on the letter, all of whom 
voted against TPA and will likely vote against TPP, included Senators Sherrod Brown (D-OH), Chuck 
Schumer (D-NY) , and Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) and Representatives Xavier Becerra (D-CA), Rosa 
DeLauro (D-CT), Bill Pascrell (D-NJ), and Sander Levin (D-MI).   

Other notable examples of advocacy efforts surrounding market access in TPP include – 
 
 In August 2015, The International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, 

Tobacco and Allied Workers' Associations (IUF) released a  statement warning that 
"Negotiations for the TPP are publicly focused on access to markets but the much more critical 
issue of unrestricted access for investors to acquire land and processing facilities to control 
milk supply is buried in the secrecy of the talks", and expressed deep concern that even if the 
negotiations concluded with some market access restrictions still in place, "legitimate 
restrictions on investment and the resulting corporate control of the milk supply, will be 
removed or significantly reduced."  The IUF opposes the agreement. 
 

 In July 2015, the National Association of Manufacturers released its Trans-Pacific Partnership 
Priorities report calling on U.S. negotiators to provide for “new market access for 
manufacturers in the U.S. and adhere to the broad range of TPA negotiating objectives…that 
highlight the importance of eliminating tariff, non-tariff, market access and other distortive 
barriers.”  Highlighted barriers include localization barriers such as domestic content 
requirements and regulations prohibiting U.S. company participation in foreign government 
procurements.  

 

http://americanautocouncil.org/TPP
http://www.iuf.org/w/sites/default/files/DairydivisionTPPStatement.pdf
http://www.nam.org/Issues/Trade/Bilateral-Trade/NAM-TPP-Principles.pdf
http://www.nam.org/Issues/Trade/Bilateral-Trade/NAM-TPP-Principles.pdf
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 In April 2015, the Congressional Dairy Farmers Caucus, consisting of over 75 members 
including Peter Welch (D-VT), Suzan DelBene (D-WA), Mike Simpson (R-ID) and David Valadao 
(R-CA), wrote a letter to USTR insisting that U.S. negotiators address Canadian and Japanese 
dairy market barriers in any final TPP agreement.  “We believe that winning an overall positive 
market access result for the U.S. dairy industry is critical to the success of the TPP 
negotiations,” the letter stated in part.  

 
 In April 2014, a bipartisan group of over 60 House members including Adrian Smith (R-NE), 

Vicky Hatzler (R-MO), Ron Kind (D-WI), and Jim Costa (D-CA) wrote USTR regarding 
agricultural market access in TPP countries.  “TPP negotiations set an important standard for 
future trade agreements and a positive outcome on agriculture products could mean billions in 
future exports and hundreds of thousands of jobs”, the letter stated.  The letter specifically 
warned against allowing Japan special exemptions on the grounds that it could lend to similar 
issues with other TPP countries. 

 
• Labor/Environmental Standards – Throughout TPA negotiations, a sizable collection of Democrats, 

buttressed in large part by outside labor organizations including the AFL-CIO, aggressively pushed for 
the inclusion of negotiating criteria that promotes strong labor and environmental standards with 
particular reference to Vietnam and Malaysia.  The resulting TPP bill contains a provision barring fast-
track protections for any trade agreement that includes countries on the State Department’s list of 
worst human-trafficking offenders (“Tier 3”).  The inclusion of the provision was seen as a major 
victory for opponents of TPP as it gives them yet another option for derailing the agreement (i.e. 
removing fast track protections and procedures) once it comes to Congress for ratification.  However, 
in July, the State Department upgraded Malaysia’s status in its annual Trafficking in Human Persons 
Report by from Tier 3, the worst possible classification, to Tier 2 “Watch List” status.  The move comes 
following a protest from 160 House members who signed onto a letter to Secretary of State John Kerry 
urging the State Department not to alter Malaysia’s status.  The Democrats were led by long-time TPP 
opponents Sander Levin (D-MI) and Rosa DeLauro (D-CT).  Twelve Republicans signed onto the letter 
as well including Chris Smith (R-NJ), the letter’s chief sponsor Walter Jones (R-NC), Keith Rothfus (R-
PA), Daniel Donovan (R-NY), Tom MacArthur (R-NJ), David Joyce (R-OH), Bill Posey (R-FL), Frank 
LoBiondo (R_NJ), Joe Pitts (R-PA), Mark Meadows (R-NC), David McKinley (R-WV) and Chris Gibson 
(R-NY). None, except Pitts, voted for trade promotion authority.  Several recent examples of advocacy 
efforts surrounding this issue include – 
 
 In April 2015, Citizens Trade Campaign released an open letter to Congress calling on 

lawmakers to oppose TPA.  The coalition, which counts over 2,000 labor, environmental, family 
farm, consumer, and other organizations as members, argued that TPA fails to address the 
nation’s “massive and growing trade deficit or currency manipulation” among other 
highlighted issues. 
 

 In June, Richard Trumka, President of the AFL-CIO, issued a public letter to the administration 
arguing that it is crucial that policymakers “work to dramatically strengthen labor and 
environmental provisions and to enforce them more effectively - that is by no means 
sufficient to achieving the needed overhaul of the trade agreement "template."”  The letter also 
outlined other concerns ranging from the transparency of the negotiating process to the 
strength of specific provisions related to currency. 

 
• IP and Patent Protections – IP and Patent protections remain a big issue of debate among 

lawmakers.  At a January Senate Finance Committee hearing (President Obama’s 2015 Trade Policy 
Agenda), several members, including Chairman Orrin Hatch (R-UT) and John Cornyn (R-TX), chair of 
the Subcommittee on Trade, articulated long-standing concerns including data localization 

http://www.nmpf.org/files/file/Dairy-TPP-Market-Access-Letter-033115.pdf
http://www.citizen.org/documents/TPP-market-access-letter.pdf
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2015/index.htm
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2015/index.htm
http://democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/files/documents/Malaysia%20Letter%20to%20Secretary%20Kerry.pdf
http://www.citizenstrade.org/ctc/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/FastTrackOppositionLtr_042715.pdf
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2095629-afl-cio-letter-to-obama.html
http://www.finance.senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id=5ef11836-5056-a032-5292-dc24774c7fe1
http://www.finance.senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id=5ef11836-5056-a032-5292-dc24774c7fe1
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requirements that require technology companies to build infrastructure in the localities they operate.  
The issue remains on the table with Rep. Suzan DelBene (D-WA), along with eleven other Democrats 
including New Democrat Coalition Chair Ron Kind (D-WI), submitting a letter to USTR Michael Froman 
encouraging negotiators to press for the inclusion of strong data flow rules in any final TPP agreement.  
“The TPP is a 21st century trade agreement and should reflect the realities of today’s 21st century 
economy.  We urge you to take into account the critical importance of cross border data flows to the 
global economy and ensure that the free flow of data across borders is secured in the final agreement,” 
the letter states in part. 
 
Also at issue are patent protections with a particular focus on the pharmaceutical industry and 
biologics.  Biologics are drugs that include large and complex molecular structures and are typically 
much more expensive to develop than traditional pharmaceuticals. Before selling biologics in the 
United States, biologics must be approved as safe and efficacious by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA).  Many Republicans and Democrats alike including Hatch (R-UT), who has been 
very outspoken on the issue, Cornyn (R-TX), and Menendez (D-NJ) have called on TPP negotiators to 
insist on 12 years of protection for biologics as opposed to the seven currently on the table; however, 
recent indications are that the U.S. has walked backed on the issue.  The move could face stiff 
resistance in Congress with the TPA bill calling for a “standard of protection similar to that found in 
the United States”, the “strong enforcement of intellectual property rights”, and “standards of 
protection and enforcement that keep pace with technological developments”.  In the United States, a 
biologic receives data exclusivity for a period of 12 years.  Of the countries negotiating the TPP, the 
United States has the longest time period for data exclusivity of biologics (for some of the countries 
involved, there is currently no data exclusivity period).  Supporters for the TPP argue that requiring all 
of the TPP countries to agree to a 12-year data exclusivity term encourages pharmaceutical 
development while opponents argue that the longer time period renders medications unaffordable.  
The issue is part of a broader debate on intellectual property protection that pits more innovative 
economies such as the U.S. and Japan against developing ones with less of an interest in intellectual 
property protections and agricultural patents.   

B. Tax Reform 
 

When lawmakers return from August recess, tax reform will once again be on the agenda.  Tied in with the 
overall spending and budget debate, lawmakers will need to reach a consensus on a long term funding 
solution for the Highway Trust Fund.  Shortly before Congress recessed for August, the House and Senate 
passed a three-month, $12 billion extension for the program which authorizes funding through October 
29.  The House rejected a Senate-passed six year reauthorization proposal in part because of disagreement 
over funding.  While the legislation authorizes $47 billion in funding via a reduction in interest rates paid 
by the Federal Reserve to large banks and through the sale of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the 
funding only accounts for the first three years of the legislation through 2018.  Republicans on the House 
Ways & Means Committee, led by Chairman Paul Ryan (R-WI), have insisted on developing a 
comprehensive, long term funding solution that incorporates tax reform.   
 
Fueled by the recent spate of corporate “inversions” and recognition of the nearly $2.1 trillion held 
offshore by U.S. companies, lawmakers have focused much of their attention to international tax reform.  
This shift comes following an insistence by many lawmakers, Paul Ryan (R-WI) in particular, that the only 
path forward on tax reform was through a comprehensive overhaul of both the international and 
individual systems.  Generally speaking, there is broad consensus in both chambers that the overall 
corporate rate needs to be lowered while broadening the base, eliminating deductions, and imposing a 
one-time tax on previously untaxed foreign earnings.  In the House, Ways & Means Chairman Ryan has 
indicated that the committee will weigh proposals such as giving C corporations (Apple, Wal-Mart, etc.) a 

http://polis.house.gov/uploadedfiles/2015-07-24_-_data_flows_letter_to_ustr.pdf
http://utahpolicy.com/index.php/features/policy-buzz/6499-american-innovation-deserves-strong-protection-in-tpp
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-07-31/u-s-said-to-drop-12-year-lock-up-on-biologics-data-in-tpp-talks
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tax break on foreign profits, taking steps to halt C corporations from reincorporating abroad to cut U.S. 
taxes, and giving C corporations a tax break on intellectual property profits.   
 
In the Senate, the Finance Committee’s international tax working group, spearheaded by Senators Rob 
Portman (R-OH) and Chuck Schumer (D-NY), outlined a potential roadmap forward designed to be deficit 
neutral with a onetime infusion of funding for infrastructure (for more, see here).  Though it intentionally 
lacks many specifics, reflecting a desire to serve as a template for compromise between Republicans and 
Democrats, it does include several important provisions including an “innovation box tax” / “patent box” 
proposal designed to incentivize companies to invest in domestic research.  The patent box imposes an 
ultralow tax rate on business income derived from intellectual property.  The theory is that by taxing 
patent-related profits at an ultralow rate, companies that invest in innovation and patents and have 
associated profits are incentivized to keep research, innovations arising from the research and the jobs 
associated with the resulting innovations, domestically rather than establishing off-shore subsidiaries or 
affiliate patent-holding companies in lower taxing countries.  A bipartisan coalition of House lawmakers 
led by Charles Boustany (R-LA), a senior Ways & Means committee member, and Richard Neal (D-MA), has 
introduced a similar proposal (see here).   
 
Come October, the key issue to watch will be whether Highway Trust Fund reauthorization forces 
Congress’ hand to address tax reform.  Though the Senate Finance and House Ways & Means Committees 
have floated similar proposals, significant hurdles remain with respect to specific provisions.  For example, 
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) has been adamant in his opposition to using revenue from 
taxing U.S. companies’ foreign profits to pay for infrastructure projects.  The likely scenario is that 
competing House and Senate highway bills will go to conference committee with the goal of producing a 
long term reauthorization measure before budget and spending negotiations begin in earnest.   
 
Several proposals related to international tax reform to look for during the Highway Trust Fund 
reauthorization debate -  
 
• Reduction in overall corporate rate somewhere below 30 percent 
• Elimination of the deferral system and the so-called ‘lock-out effect’ 
• An exemption for certain foreign earnings 
• Expansions to existing anti-base erosion rules 
• A one-time tax on previously untaxed foreign earnings (repatriation tax) 
• Further limitations on interest deductibility for U.S. inbound taxpayers 
• The repeal of last-in, first-out (LIFO) accounting 
• Limitations on the domestic manufacturing deduction 
• Modifications of the rules governing carried interest taxation 
• A new excise tax on certain financial institutions 

C.  Export-Import Bank 
 
The Ex-Im Bank remains closed for new business with lawmakers unable to reach a compromise deal to 
reauthorize the bank’s charter, which lapsed at the end of June (even without a charter, the bank still must 
manage its portfolio of outstanding loans and loan guarantees).  The bank’s allies continue to lobby 
lawmakers to revive the credit agency and have begun to escalate their rhetoric and overall strategy in 
recent weeks.  For example, Boeing, General Electric, and the National Association of Manufacturers 
(NAM) have halted all political contributions to more than a dozen Republican lawmakers, including 
House Financial Services Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), opposed to the bank’s reauthorization (see 
here).  Boeing has gone even farther in threatening to off-shore key components of its manufacturing 
process unless the bank’s charter is extended.  

http://www.finance.senate.gov/newsroom/chairman/release/?id=e9eefc66-7e11-4276-939f-3eca6fd6d959
http://thehill.com/policy/finance/249555-house-republican-to-roll-out-innovation-box
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/08/boeing-ge-cut-off-donations-to-ex-im-opponents-121056
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/07/30/us-boeing-exim-idUSKCN0Q327Y20150730
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Come September, reauthorization of the bank’s charter figures to play a prominent role in ongoing 
negotiations on Capitol Hill.  Of particular importance will be reauthorization of the Highway Trust Fund, a 
“must-pass” legislative vehicle.  Before lawmakers recessed for August, Congress passed, and the President 
signed, a 3 month extension of the infrastructure program, which will expire at the end of October.  The 
House rejected a $350 billion Senate proposal that would have extended the highway fund for six years.  
The measure also included an amendment to reauthorize the Ex-Im Bank for five years.  House Speaker 
Boehner (R-OH) has so far insisted on addressing Ex-Im reauthorization on an individual basis without 
bypassing the House Financial Services Committee chaired by Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), a staunch opponent 
of the bank.  The House Financial Services Committee has jurisdiction over the bank.  However, the 
Highway bill could prove to be an end around Hensarling and the Financial Services Committee 
particularly if the House and Senate go to conference committee.    
 
One other potential avenue for reauthorization of Ex-Im’s charter is through the likely continuing 
resolution lawmakers will negotiate and pass to avoid a government shutdown in October.  Lawmakers 
took a similar approach in 2014 in passing a stopgap spending bill that funded government operations 
through this fiscal year and also temporarily extended the bank’s charter through June 30th.  At the time, 
the move was seen as a victory for conservatives who successfully thwarted efforts to reauthorize the 
bank on a long term basis. 

 
IV. Conclusion 
 
The BGR Team will continue to monitor APCAC priority tax and trade issues and provide periodic updates 
this fall.  Also on the horizon is the status of the APEC Business Travel Card which is due to expire for U.S. 
citizens on September 30, 2018 (see Federal Register).  Please let us know if you would like any additional 
information on the above issues and, as always, reach out if you plan to be in Washington DC in the months 
ahead. 

https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2014/05/13/2014-10767/the-us-asia-pacific-economic-cooperation-business-travel-card-program#h-30

